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RIPON MAY 10TH 2015 

By EJ Sains 
 

The Essex & Kent amalgamation Ripon 

Approx 4485 birds flown 10/05/2015, 

liberated at 8.30 am into a light south south 

west wind. 

 

Winner: Sanders & Fuller partnership - Lee 

Fuller & daughter, Jodie, Mrs Sanders & son, 

David 

After a one day hold over due to inclement 

weather. Early Sunday morning saw a front 

slowly moving north being influenced by 

low pressure situated to the west of 

England. Ripon 8.00 am the skies were 

brightening; the birds were readied, then 

liberated at 8.30 am into broken cloud with 

hazy sunshine and a very light south south 

west wind. The flight home was of a similar 

weather pattern. Most of the wind activity 

was very high in the sky because of the 

influence of high pressure that was present 

over much of the main land, the birds flying 

low to get out of the head wind lost lift that 

you would normally be associated with 

moderate winds leading to a steady but 

dehydrating fly. 

Essex & Kent amalgamation Ripon 

Top 20 

Sanders & Fuller EC 1284  

B Hall EC  1283 

B & J Willson WE  1278.4 

M Connolly & Son EL  1278.2 

P Brand WE  1273 

M Creighton EC  1266 

P Elliott EC  1265.6 

Gladwin & Jarvis EC  1265.1 

M/M J Buckfield EC. 1264 

Goodliffe & Simmons. EC  1263 

Sanders & Fuller    1262 

Wallis & Royce EC 1261.9 

M/M Ashenden EC  1261.1 

C Mann EC 1258.84 

Clarke Bros HNR 1258.8  

J Ashenden & Son EC 1256.9 

M/M R Reason SV 1256.8  

M/ M S Bevan WE 1255.85 

Lepitit & Thurtle COE 1255.80  

D Wilton & Son WE  1254 
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Sanders & Fuller  

First & 11th open Essex & Kent 

amalgamation 1st & 8th Essex Central 

federation Ripon  

The newly formed 2015 partnership off 

David Sanders & Lee Fuller, have found that 

in order to stay at the top in the large 

Maldon & District pigeon club you have to 

top the federation almost every week. The 

Maldon & District pigeon club baskets for 

two federations each week usually with 

around 500 to 600 pigeons. You cannot 

doubt this partnerships ability, when we tell 

you they have topped the Essex Central 

federation three times so far this year, with 

the federation’s birdage regularly around 

two to two and a half thousand birds. 

 

Sanders & Fuller’s Ripon amal winner 

The birds that have been flying so well for 

the Sanders & Fuller team are for the most 

yearling roundabout hens bred from birds 

that originated from stock purchased from 

Steve Foster. The first bird in the clock and 

the winner of the Essex & Kent amal from 

Ripon is a blue yearling Lambrechts hen, 

one of 35 roundabout hens, with the 

second bird in the clock another yearling 

Lambrechts roundabout hen. As well as the 

roundabout team where all 70 birds are 

basketed for the races, there is also a 

further 15 two year old widow hood cocks 

to choose from. 

Interestingly to prove a point of just how fit 

the partnerships team was, in this 

extremely hard head wind race, they had 50 

birds drop within an hour of their first 

pigeon, this performance alone takes some 

doing. 

The method that is used as mentioned 

earlier. The main team is a roundabout 

system all birds being basketed (total 

widowhood). Some weeks they are allowed 

to see each other before they go, other 

weeks they are not shown. They are all 

flown out twice a day and trained at least 

once a week.   

Mr Barry Hall 

2nd open Essex & Kent amalgamation 2nd 

Essex Central federation Ripon  

Barry has once again proved how 

competitive he is especially when the chips 

are on the table. This was a race where 

there was minimum wind and drag 

advantage, a race where the birds came out 

of the transporter into a head wind with 

hazy sunshine giving a complicated sky and 

a hard dehydrating fly ahead where fitness 

was the only advantage. The proof to this 

was in the result with the first 20 birds all 

performing so well right across the 50 mile 

corridor that represents the width of the 

Essex & Kent amalgamation. 

 

Barry Hall outside lofts with wining pigeon 

Barrie’s success year on year over the 

seasons are very well known so I won’t go 
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into his many victories and just write about 

where Barry is now and the direction he is 

going in. To start with Barry raced a very 

successful Team of young birds in 2014, this 

is probably the key to a successful future in 

pigeon racing as it guarantees good 

yearlings in the second year, good two year 

olds in the third year and so on.  

The first bird timed by Barry to win 2nd 

open in the Essex & Kent amal was a blue 

yearling Coormen widowhood cock Barry 

emphasized that this particular pigeon had 

the looks and came to hand nicely and that 

there’s nothing more satisfying than 

winning with a bird that you like. The 

second bird timed was a widowhood hen 

one of 20 put aside from the 2014 young 

bird team, Barry normally only fly’s a 

widowhood team of cocks, because of the 

work involved in flying both sexes 

successfully, never the less these young 

hens were so impressive he decided to 

make them part of the team. Also Barrie’s 

2014 young bird team won the first Ripon 

combine race, a young hen bred from one 

of Barrie’s best older stock hens, this hen 

has since been put to stock and is being 

specially mated with the winner of the 

second Ripon combine young bird race. This 

race was won by fellow member Jerry Bluck, 

Jerry and Barry are pairing the two combine 

winners together with the intention of 

spitting the youngsters from this unique 

pairing. I feel sure that we will hear of many 

more performances put up by these 2014 

rung pigeons in the future.    

B & J Willson  

3rd open Essex & Kent amalgamation 1st 

West Essex federation  

Absolute outstanding performance put up 

by a pigeon that was 6th open Essex & Kent 

amal Wetherby flying against 4750 birds in 

an East South Easter the week previous. 

Then just one week later 3rd open Essex & 

Kent amal Ripon in probably one of the 

hardest head wind races this year. Plus the 

fact that this blue chequer pied widowhood 

cock has topped the federation twice 

before as well as winning 2nd and 3rd 

federation and still only a yearling. 

 

B&J Willson with their outstanding young 

widower 

This performance is a credit to the owners 

Bernie and Jamie Willson, who conditioned 

him for these races as well as also being a 

credit to the Mahoney bros who bred him. 

M Connelly & son  

4th open Essex & Kent amalgamation 1st 

East London federation Ripon  

What a pigeon! M Connelly & Son’s first 

bird just one week ago 1st open Essex & 

Kent amal Wetherby flying against 4750 

birds; one week later 4th open Essex & Kent 

amal Ripon 4485 birds, both in head winds 

with the latter race turning out to be a very 

hard race indeed. This blue Frans Zwols 

widowhood cock is still only a yearling, 

already with performances that take some 

top pigeons their whole career to achieve. 

The partnership of Mickey senior and 

Mickey junior are over the moon with the 

performance of this cock as well as the fact 

that they had very good returns in the race 
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proving a point in the teams over all fitness 

and feel that this tough fly has set the birds 

up for the season, putting the muscle on 

them readying them for the races ahead.  

 

M Connolly with their outstanding young 

widower 

This coming week they will be entering their 

first N.R.C.C. race that they have been 

preparing their hens for. 

Mr P Brand  

5th open Essex & Kent amalgamation 2nd 

West Essex federation Ripon  

Peter Brand’s first pigeon and winner of 5th 

open Essex & Kent amal in this hard Ripon 

race is no stranger to top performances, 

although with three seconds already to his 

name this Cock who has constantly missed 

out on the number one spot has earned the 

name of the nearly cock. 

This three year old widowhood cock is from 

a Busschaert Staff Van Reet cross 

originating from birds brought in from Mr 

Morris of Wales a fancier that has helped 

Peter with his original stock pigeons as well 

as the information on how best they 

perform as regards to the distances to send 

them as youngsters then as yearlings etc. 

Peter has formed a good friendship with Mr 

Morris and would to thank him for his 

interest. 

 

P Brand with wining pigeon 

The 32 widowers flown by Peter have kept 

him in the first six all season so far.  

Mike Creighton 

6th open Essex & Kent amalgamation 3rd 

Essex Central federation Ripon  

Mike keeps a very small team of racing 

pigeons by anyone’s standards, his team of 

six pairs of pigeons are still of very high 

standard, keeping him very competitive in 

the sport. Ten of his twelve birds have all 

flown Thurso and he is hoping to once again 

enter the team at Thurso this year 2015. 

 

Mike Creighton with winning pigeon 

The first bird home is a good example of his 

12 birds; a blue white flight cock flown on 

the roundabout system, this bird was bred 

for him by his very good friend Mickey 

Harvey from the best of Mickey’s current 
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pigeons. This cock is bred from a brother to 

Mickey’s top racer D.B. when paired to a 

full sister to the well-known Beckham 

making him 75% Houben, 25% Meuleman. 

Mike would like to thank Mickey for letting 

him have some of his best pigeons.   

Clark Bros  

1st open Havering North road federation 

15th open Essex & Kent amalgamation 

Ripon 

 

Clark Bros’ winning pigeon 

Bill and Mick Clark are never far away from 

the top prizes as shown again this week 

with two Cooraman widowhood cocks, 

taking 1st & 2nd Havering North road 

federation with velocities of 1258 & 1257 

ypm. 

The first bird a dark chequer yearling 

widowhood cock was 8th federation the 

previous week at the Wetherby 

amalgamation race. 

Lepitit & Thurtle  

1st open County of Essex federation 19 

open Essex & Kent amalgamation  

Dave Lepitit timed a yearling grizzle 

widowhood cock to win his federation. This 

pigeon was bred from the stock or Bernie & 

Jamie Willson of Dagenham, with origins of 

the silver Van Loon Shadow birds. 

Dave races 24 widowhood cocks, which 

have been performing very well, keeping 

him among the top performing birds in his 

federation. With a 2nd & 3rd federation 

two weeks ago as well as topping the club 

and 2nd federation at Market Rasen.  

Mr & Mrs R Reason  

1st Stour Valley federation 17th open Essex 

& Kent amalgamation Ripon  

Ronnie is almost always in the amal results, 

Flying in the Mistly flying club certainly one 

of the most competitive clubs on the East 

side of the amal, whose members have 

topped the Essex & Kent amalgamation on 

many occasions. Ronnie only flies 9 

widowhood cocks and 12 hens, but still 

managed to win the first & 2nd positions in 

his club and top the Stour Valley federation.  

 

Ronnie Reason, winning pigeon & daughters 

The first bird home a yearling w/f 

widowhood cock was bred from a top pair 

of the partnerships stock pigeons. The dam 

of this young cock a Delbar hen was a top 

racer for Ronnie on the South road winning 
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the Anglian Classic from Poitiers as well as 

winning 11th & 16th open in the B.I.C.C. 

races. The 11th open being flown across the 

channel in a North East wind. The sire of 

Ronnie’s amal pigeon being a son of a 

pigeon called stumpy whose performances 

got him the accolade of being an ace pigeon 

in the National Fling club.   

 

May 2015 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


